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ABSTRACT
In the modern day life, mobile phones have become an integral part of mutual communication. Today
there are more than two billion cell phone users being exposed every day to the dangers of
electromagnetic radiation (EMR)—dangers
(EMR) dangers government regulators an
and the cell phone industry refuse
to admit exist. Included are: genetic damage, brain dysfunction, brain tumors, and other conditions
such as sleep disorders and headaches. The amount of time spent on the phone is irrelevant, as the
danger mechanism is triggered
triggered within seconds. This article highlight on hazards of electromagnetic
radiation by using mobile phone.
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INTRODUCTION
The health effects of radiofrequency electromagnetic waves
(RF-EMW) emitted from cell phones have been debated greatly
(WHO, 2006; Makker et al., 2009).. Researchers initially were
concerned about how microwave radiation affected human
biological systems by increasing tissue temperature--in
temperature
other
words, its thermal effects (Oftedal et al.,
., 2000).
2000) To protect the
public from excessive exposure to RF-EMW,
EMW, limits were
established by international organizations such as the ICNIRP
(International Commission on Non Ionizing Radiation
Protection) [4]. For example, the limit of radiation exposure
from a mobile phone in the United States and Europe is1.6
Watts/kg and 2.0 Watts/kg, respectively
ctively (WHO, 2006; ICNIRP,
1998). Recent studies demonstrated microwaves emitted from
the cell phone, i.e., RF-EMW
EMW do not produce thermal effect at
specific absorption rate (SAR) of 1.6 Watts/Kg (Anderson and
Rowley, 2007; Straume et al.,
., 2005; Sivasankari et al., 2008).
Micronucleus (MN), a microscopically visible round or oval
cytoplasmic chromatin mass in the extra nuclear vicinity,
originates from aberrant mitosis and consists of eccentric
chromosomes, chromatid fragments or whole chromosomes,
which have failed to reach spindle poles during mitosis.
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MN has been used consistently as a biomarker for assessment
of DNA damage (Sivasankari et al., 2008). Since 1937
micronuclei have been regarded as indicators for genotoxic
exposure. Clinical studies sho
show that the determination of the
MN rates in different cytological preparations can be
reproducible. The loss of chromatin in the main nucleus due to
a mutagenic exposition, contributes to the formation of
micronuclei (Bloching et al.,., 2008)
2008).
How does mobile
ile phone affect human tissues?
The possible pathways of carcinogenesis by RFEMW the
plasma membrane may be a target its might trigger
uncontrolled cell proliferation by its action on various plasma
membrane enzymes and receptors. Short
Short-term exposure to RFEMW can lead to increase in the activity of plasma membrane
NADH oxidase enzyme, which increases ROS formation
(Friedman et al., 2007).. The ROS then activates MMPs (matrix
metalloproteinases),
), which would release epidermal growth
factor and activate extracellular signal regulated kinases
(ERKs).Chronic exposure to RF
RF-EMW induces stress kinases,
which activate p38 MAP (mitogen activated protein) kinase.
P38 MAP kinase stimulates phosphorylatio
phosphorylation of heat shock
proteins, which inhibit the apoptosis pathway .Moreover,
various reports have suggested that ODC maybe a target for
microwave radiations (Hoyto et al
al., 2007; Behari and Paulraj,
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2007; Byus et al., 1988). ODC is the rate limiting enzyme that
participates in polyamine synthesis; compounds required for
cell division. Over expression of ODC is linked to progression
of cancer (Hornia et al., 1999). ODC activity is modulated by
membrane-mediated signals, and RF-EMW might stimulate
ODC directly or though its action on the membrane. (Byus et
al., 1988). Although RF-EMW exposure is known to affect
PKC isoenzyme expression, the literature contains
controversial reports regarding the role of change in PKC
activities in carcinogenesis (Hornia et al., 1999; Griner and
Kazanietz, 2007). Phorbol ester is a widely known tumorpromoting agent, and acute exposure to phorbol ester
stimulates PKC. However, chronic exposure to phorbol ester
decreases the activity of PKC delta. Lu et al and Hornia et al
found that depletion of PKC delta was associated with tumor
promotion (Hornia et al., 1999; Lu et al., 1997). As we
discussed above, RF-EMW might be associated with a decline
in PKC activity. Thus, we suggest that chronic RF-EMW
exposure leading to declines in PKC activity might be
associated with carcinogenesis. Changes in intracellular
calcium levels and activities of ODC and PKC are interrelated
as well as can be secondary to RF-EMW exposure. The
literature also contains a report of ROS-mediated changes in
the activities of PKC and ODC (Otieno and Kensler, 2000).
Thus, RF-EMW mediated increases in ROS production can
trigger cell differentiation by its action on MAPK kinase, hsp,
PKC and ODC.
Mobile users are advised to take precautionary measures
while using a mobile handset as
 Keep distance – Hold the cell phone away from body to the
extent possible.
 Use a headset (wired or Bluetooth) to keep the handset away
from your head.
 Do not press the phone handset against your head. Radio
Frequency (RF) energy is inversely proportional to the
square of the distance from the source -- being very close
increases energy absorption much more.
 Limit the length of mobile calls.
 Use text as compared to voice wherever possible.
 Put the cell phone on speaker mode.
 If the radio signal is weak, a mobile phone will increase its
transmission power. Find a strong signal and avoid
movement – Use your phone where reception is good.
 Metal & water are good conductors of radio waves so avoid
using a mobile phone while wearing metal-framed glasses or
having wet hair.
 Let the call connect before putting the handset on your ear
or start speaking and listening – A mobile phone first makes
the communication at higher power and then reduces power
to an adequate level. More power is radiated during call
connecting time.
 If you have a choice, use a landline (wired) phone, not a
mobile phone (http://www.next-up.org).Possible solutions to
reduce the ill effects of cell phone radiation:
EMF Neutralizer neutralize the harmful effects of radiation
emitted by mobile phones and all other electronic devices such
as cordless phones, smart meters and WiFi routers. Use one
disc per device. Does not interfere with reception

How does it Work?
The Neutralizer contains a unique blend of natural activated
rare Earth elements [paramagnetic and diamagnetic] that
creates a natural harmonious energy field. When placed on a
mobile phone or other electronic device, this natural
harmonious energy pattern overlays and interacts with
the human-made chaotic energy pattern and neutralizes it, so it
becomes harmless to the human body. Noted DNA researcher
Dr. Glen Rein of Quantum Biological Lab, completed a study
in which he concluded:... the natural coherent energy
emanating from Aulterra Neutralizer mitigated the incoherent
energy from the man-made EMF, rendering it harmless to
human DNA (ww.theneutralizer.com).”

DISCUSSION
Mobile phone (cell phone) use is increasing extraordinarily
rapidly worldwide. There are now 4.6 billion mobile phone
subscribers worldwide. Users of mobile phones are exposed to
electromagnetic radiation, which has long been hypothesized to
have adverse health effects, including increased risk of cancer
(International Telecommunication Union, 2010; International
Agency for Research on Cancer, 2002). The effects of these
damages reflected by MN may lead to the development of precancer and cancer. Thus, MN assessment and a high index
would presuppose predisposition of the individual to the
development of these changes. The MN assay in exfoliated
buccal cells is a useful and minimally invasive method for
monitoring genetic damage in humans (National Research
Council, 1997).
Chromosomal damage by EMR in dividing basal cells of the
epithelium results in the production of micronuclei in the
daughter cells that migrate up through the epithelium and are
exfoliated Mn arise in mitotic cells from chromosomal
fragments or chromosomes that lag behind in anaphase and are
not integrated in to daughter nuclei. Mn harboring
chromosomal fragments may result from: direct DNA
breakage, or replication on a damaged synthesis. Mn harboring
whole chromosomes is primarily formed from failure or the
mitotic spindles, Kinetochore, or other parts of the mitotic
apparatus alterations in cellular physilogy and mechanical
disruption. There an increased frequency of MN cells is a
biomarker of genotoxic effects that can reflect exposure to
agents with clastogenic or aneugenic modes of action. A
significant increase in the MN in mobile users was found
compared with non-mobile users indicating the genotoxic
effect of EMR (Kashyap et al., 2012). Rekhadevi et alshowed
that MN count was double in the mobile users as compared
with non-mobile users with high statistical significance, which
is in accordance with our results (Gandhi, 2005).
Conclusion
We conclude this study indicated that the frequencies of
micronuclei cells in mobile users are significantly increased, as
compared to non user and reviewed the literature to better
understand the effects of cell phone radiation on human health,
especially on fertility and in relation to cancer. The data
highlights the potential dangers of prolonged exposure to
radiofrequency radiation used in mobile phones with requires
widespread caution (Rekhadevi, 2009). 17Today the radiation
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effects are well proved and the standard of radiation, used in
different countries, does not ensure safety. So the tolerable
limits of EMR should be decreased to avoid a serious health
hazard and while making the standards the governing bodies
should take into account the long term effects of
electromagnetic radiations.
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